O TEO = Woman/Women
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LEARN SERER:

This is how to greet someone, it is very important that
you greet and shake hands! ☺
A: Na fio! - Helllo, how are you doing?
B: Mixey Meen. - I am here.
A: Mba o leng jiree? - Is anyone sick?
B: Ha ah o leng jiree, Jamm soom. – No one is sick. Peace
only
A: Tambina? – How is the home/family?
B: Wa Maagaa. – They are there.
A: Jam soom Kan – Peace only.
B: Jam Rek kan – Peace only.
A: Alhumdulilay – blessings/peace
Photo= my sunny neighborhood

Senegal has passed through the seasons, and the cold season is now officially over. This means that I have technically
experienced the rainy season, harvest season, cold season, and now the hot season (average 105-115 degrees Fahrenheit). With
this I am approaching the end of the year and trying to make the most of all experiences here in Fatick, Senegal.
Because this Newsletter has fallen around International Women’s Day, I have decided to dedicate this to the incredible women
that I have had the pleasure of getting to know. In this newsletter I will focus on a couple of the people I have met in Senegal,
and thus how you can assume they have influenced me.
The culture is rather paternal with men and boys at the highest level of the social structure in Senegal, but when I communicate
with men here they claim it to be maternal (especially within the Serer culture). In the Serer ethnic group, the grandmother (or
oldest female within an extensive family) is regarded as the one to look to for approval, to solve conflict and is treated with the
utmost respect.
This newsletter focuses on the young adults/ children and all they hope to, and one day (inshallah) will, succeed.
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This is one of my host siblings, Elisabeth Sematou Faye
(the real relation is that she is my host father’s youngest
sister, but everyone is your sister or brother here). She
prefers being called Lisabeth, and essentially runs our
house.
Lisabeth is 23, is studying at the “poste-sante formation”
to study sante (or health), and will one day work as a
nurse. She is currently in her final year of exams at the
school, and next year starts her internships at one of the
dispensaries (outposts near/in villages/cities where you
provide any needed medical care to the community. While
my host mother and father are often quite busy with work,
Lisabeth cooks, cleans, takes care of all of my other host
siblings. All the while attending school full time.
I also witnessed her being a superwoman in the Faye
families village (Mbedit). She is the president of the youth
for her region of villages in Senegal. This is rare, given the
amount of males in leadership positions in Senegal.
Lisabeth is also extremely involved in the church
community, and still manages to attend her fair share of
weddings (the best parties you could attend in Senegal!).

LISABETH (SEMATOU)

The day I took this photo, she was attending a
development conference for “formation” schools for the
region of Fatick (so we unfortunately cannot see the
elaborate and professional dress she had on for the event).
Also she has been my lifesaver here when I have no clue
what is going on. (and she is fluent in Serer, Wolof, French
and is learning English.) I would not survive without her,
and I know my family wouldn’t either. Her strength and
ambition is one that anyone should strive to achieve.
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Ren Marie, is the oldest of my literal host siblings (as in not
cousins/other relatives). Ren Marie Dibour Faye is 8 years old
and in the 3rd year age group at her school. Being the oldest
requires the most work and discipline, of which she has. She is
always bounding with energy and when I help her with her
math homework I can tell how intelligent she is.
Ren Marie can be found directing and organizing her little
siblings and family friends. She even plays “Pastor” with her
church friends and chooses to play the role of pastor herself.
Therefore, you can see that Ren Marie will go on to
accomplish great things. In the Serer tradition you go on to
accomplish the great things that your “o maag” (older) or
“ominom” (same name) or “trundu” (wolof (national language
of senegal) for namesake) has accomplished. Ren Marie is
named after a Ren Marie who is studying at university in
Dakar, and last summer (through a difficult application
process) went to California to work at a lutheran summer
camp. The unfortunate thing about her wanting to be a
pastor, is that the church of Senegal doesn’t allow women
(who have the same qualifications as their male counterparts
via seminary) to be pastors. While this is a culturally complex
issue, that I cannot even begin to explain via Newsletter, I
hope that one day (if change hasn’t occurred already), that
she will be able to use all of her strength, intelligence and
energy to be the leader of it all. OR that she is able to do
whatever she wishes while being respected for who she is as
an individual.
She is the one who all my other young host siblings (Marie
Benedict (5), Marie Prosper (5), Hannah Tening (13 wks)) look
up to (teaches them games, how to dance, how to sing,
basically everything), and she holds the position of the oldest
as best as she possible can everyday.

Ren Marie Dibour Faye at the Faye family garden in Bedit, Senegal

Bo Jaf Lakas (Until Next Time) – Hannah/Tening

